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The regional park at Baring Head provides visitors with all sorts of recreation
activities as well as opportunities for volunteer workers to protect and enhance the
environment. For some time now the Friends have been thinking how to allow
visitors and volunteers to combine their involvement in both of these interests and
the first trip we’ve arranged for summer 2014/15 showed us this approach has
real possibilities.
The Friends arranged with a four-wheel drive group, the Cross Country Group, to
transport people over to the Fitzroy Bay beach from the bridge car-park for a
small charge. Available seats were in great demand, with some people having to
be asked to wait for trips later in the summer. Many of those lucky enough to
claim a seat hadn’t previously been to Baring Head and some weren’t even sure
where it was!
The first part of the trip was to the coast where, after an introductory talk and a
chance to look at a new beachcombing booklet (see below in Finding out about
what your beachcombing turns up) visitors were able to walk along the beach,
finding treasures, removing horned poppy and picking up rubbish. The muchreduced horned poppy density is obvious along the sections of the beach that
have been tackled – good work previous visitors and volunteers! On this occasion,
more of the weed was cleared, particularly further south and near the climbing
rocks. More rubbish, too, was collected and bagged for removal – cans, plastic
and other rubbish washing up on the beach are a constant problem.
Visiting Fitzroy Bay beach was followed by a quick visit to the lighthouse complex
on the way back.
Friends trustee Paula Warren, who was involved in arranging this trip, commented
on the enthusiasm of some of the teenagers making the trip who got into
beachcombing, found a seahorse and collected a heap of rubbish. Getting these
young people inviolved is really important for the future of activities at Baring
Head.
Another trustee Colin Ryder has been training and monitoring enthusiastic
volunteers who clear and bait the traplines. We continue to catch predators,
particularly hedgehogs and, with recently extended traplines, this work will be
making an increasingly significant impact. We note with pleasure that it has been
suggested that the survival of banded dotterel chicks this spring, is directly linked
to the removal of so many predators.
We have also had some keen rock climbers volunteer to eradicate tree weeds off
the lighthouse cliffs, and the first outing was greatly enjoyed despite the wind.
Baring Head is an area where it’s possible to combine exertion with enjoyment! If
you’re keen, look for opportunities below in our newsletter.
Joy Baird

Chair

Friends’ activities at Baring Head
Protecting the banded dotterel colony

Colin Ryder reports on the trapping round the colony:
Once a fortnight from October 2013 I have headed out to Baring Head for a
day of what I call “Exercise with Purpose”. The day starts with me servicing a
short trap line of 16 Doc200s and 5 Timms traps on the seaward side of the
beach carpark. These traps are set out at 50-metre intervals, twice as
intensive as usual, because they are primarily about protecting the colony of
banded dotterels, a rare and threatened shorebird which nests on the
foreshore. In the past, their breeding success has been almost non-existent,
mainly because their eggs and chicks were being hammered by a range of
mammalian predators.
Being an accountant by training and a former public servant by vocation, I
have done a little analysis of the results to date.
I have serviced the trap line 35 times so far and caught 89 animals – an
average of about 2.5 captures each time. (The Regional Council experts have
commented that this is quite a high hit rate.) Just over half (45) have been
hedgehogs – a major predator of the birds, 19 percent (17) have been
mustelids and 13.5 percent (12) apiece for rats and cats. The most
productive four weeks were from 10 January to 4 February when 23 animals
were trapped; 15 of which were hedgehogs.
I am sure that removing this predator pressure, together with the signage
and temporary fencing installed by the Council and partly funded by the
Friends, have led directly to the best ever breeding success at this colony this
season – see banded dotterel report below.
The trap network is now in place over the whole property and is being
serviced by volunteers organised by the Friends. A new line of Timms traps
has been installed between the river and the boulders to protect another
colony of banded dotterels and has brought immediate success with several
hedgehogs and a couple of cats being snared. We are also checking a couple
of lines installed by Greater Wellington on iwi land to the north of Baring
Head and are seeking funding for more traps to be installed on Orongorongo
Station on the eastern boundary, close to the shorebird habitat. Traps on
adjoining properties will provide vital buffers for the predator control on
Baring Head itself.
Next year, this predator trapping effort will be complemented by installing
and servicing a bait station network which will target rodents and possums.
Designated lizard and invertebrate “hotspots” will receive more intensive
attention.

Examples of small mammal
monitoring results
Photos by Graham Wolf

Biodiversity plan well underway

Recent visitors to Baring Head will have noticed big changes to the
landscape. A new fence protecting the river, river flats, and coastal
escarpment from the ravages of stock has just been completed, there are
large patches of dead gorse on the river escarpment and river flats and much
of the lupin and boxthorn infesting the coastal platform is looking decidedly
sick. Behinds the scenes seed is being collected and plants ordered for the
first of the ecological “hotspots”; including those along the river, and planning
is underway for spraying the cape pondweed in several of the oxbows on the
river flats. Looks impressive, doesn’t it?
All this is possible because of funding from the Regional Council, a grant from
the Department of Conservation’s Community Conservation Grants Fund, the
expertise and commitment of Council staff, and the hard work of our
volunteers. Thank you to all involved.
Koraunui School students respond to The Whitebait
Connection day at Baring Head

Our August newsletter ran an account of the day students from Koraunui
School in Stokes Valley swapped the classroom to explore Baring Head. They
had already taken part in the freshwater education programme, had spent
time at the property’s entrance assessing the state of the Wainuiomata river
and were coming up with ideas about how to improve the water quality and
surrounding environment. The day was an opportunity to learn more, and
Ranger Mark McAlpine from Greater Wellington and Paula Warren of the
Friends of Baring Head generously shared their knowledge and passion with
the students on the stunning winter’s day.
Today, we report on what the students thought about their time at Baring
Head. Thanaz Thazleem, a year-5 student, said Paula and Mark had helped
her to imagine how the hills would have looked before humans.
I thoughtL The stream might have been clean with a lot of fishes swimming in the fast
running water. Grass growing as tall as me maybe? Animals running around everywhere and
lots of big, giant, thick, and strong trees with healthy leaves hanging from them.

As part of the Whitebait Connection programme, students are asked to
develop an action project to help improve the condition of their local stream
and tributaries. Koraunui School pupils noted a number of human impacts on
the Wainuiomata river and shared ideas on how to help mitigate some of
these. Students Belle Morrison and Miyah Razan said
It’s important to look after our streams because critters live in there and bigger fish eat them,
and then we eat them. To help the streams we need to plant trees on the sides of the bank
and fence the river off so farm animals can’t get in the water.

And the final result? Not only did the students have a fantastic day, but they
are keen to be involved in activities to help the park restoration in the future.
(Zoe Studd is the Whitebait Connection Coordinator for Wellington. It is run
through the Island Bay Marine Education Centre. The recently agreed Baring
Head Biodiversity Action Plan includes the restoration of two whitebait
spawning areas alongside the river.)

Finding out
about what
your
beachcombing
turns up – our
new beachcombing
booklet

We have now
developed (and
trialled) a beachcombing booklet
that will help you
identify things
found on the beach
at Baring Head.
We’ve put a few of
these booklets next
to the beachcleaning station for
visitors to use. Feel
free to take the
booklet home with
you or return it to

Beachcombing event

The chair’s report has commented on this event, but a few extra points can be
made. Some 35 enthusiastic people participated. The transport so kindly
provided by the Cross Country Vehicle group meant we could get quickly to
the area near the climbing rocks – and even better, those who were less
mobile were able to come. We had a quick talk about some of the kinds of
animals and plants that might be found on Baring Head beach, with samples
to look at, our new booklet was distributed and then we headed out along the
beach. Lots of horned poppies were pulled out, a lot of rubbish was removed,
and a lot of interesting animals admired. The biodiversity highlight was a
washed-up seahorse found by one of the younger participants and, if the day
was a bit windy, the sun was shining and the breeze was mild compared to
the gale-force winds we had the following day. We also got one new member
from a participant who was very impressed with the park and the work being
done there.

Banded dotterel report

In November 201 4 Nikki McArthur from Greater Wellingon reported on the
dotterel nesting:
The birds were a bit slow to get breeding this year. Numbers of adult birds at
both colonies were well down on previous years, probably because a series
of high seas washed over the nesting areas in September and drove some of
the birds to look for more stable nesting habitat elsewhere. We hope this
means that they will be back in their usual numbers next year – but they do
need more stable weather and sea conditions at the start of the season.
So, by November, there were far fewer nests than usual, with only eight nests
found at Pencarrow, and two at Baring Head (both of the latter have been
inside the fenced area, which is pleasing). However, the birds finally hit their
stride in the last 2-3 weeks, so there were four active nests at Pencarrow, and
one active nest at Baring Head.
At time of writing, only one nest had hatched chicks at the Pencarrow colony,
and of the two chicks that hatched only one seems to have managed to
fledge.
It looks like hedgehogs are still having the largest impact on nesting dotterels,
at least at Pencarrow Head, with one predation event clearly caught on
camera. Joanna McVeagh has also managed to capture our first footage of
another potential predator on the scene (amazingly the dotterel nest that was
situated right in front of the camera survived this "visit"!) - click on the youtube
link below to find out who the culprit was:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kl2RTYyYMDg&list=UU3nfRLlHrXV1 IOY_
ErKj_mg
Many thanks to both Annette Harvey and Joanna McVeagh who between
them have done the lion's share of the monitoring this season, not to mention
all the work they're doing repairing the dotterel fence, checking & re-setting
traps and re-wiring dotterel signs - great work you two!

But by mid-December, there was more news:
Our banded dotterel investigation at the Parangarahu Lakes and Baring
Head/Ōrua Pouanui achieved a very significant milestone in early December
when Annette Harvey located the 1 00th nest of the study on the coast near
Lake Kohangapiripiri. This is a milestone I never thought we’d ever reach,
given how difficult and time-consuming it can be to find dotterel nests, so the
fact that we have is a huge credit to Annette Harvey (who has carried out the
lion’s share of the fieldwork) together with Joanna McVeagh and Susanne
Govella who have ably assisted her during peak nesting times over the
previous two seasons.
Despite the rocky start, the dotterels themselves seem on track to have a
relatively successful finish to the breeding season. At present we have five
almost-independent juvenile dotterels at Baring Head/Ōrua Pouanui (the best
result we’ve had to date for this site), and four dependent chicks (plus one
independent juvenile) at the Parangarahu Lakes. Interestingly, we seem to
have had a bit of an influx of adult birds over the past couple of weeks so are
now back to a more typical number of adults at each site. Dotterel nesting
typically starts to wind down in late December/early January, so it will be very
interesting to see whether these new arrivals attempt to breed during what
remains of this breeding season.

Banded Dotterel chick and it parent, taken by Neil Fitzgerald.

Rangers Round-up

I hope you are all enjoying the summer and have had a nice Christmas and
New Year’s break. The park is getting busier and Greater Wellington Regional
Council is in full swing with its Great Outdoors Summer Events programme
(www.gw.govt.nz/summerevents). For what’s offering at Baring Head see
below.
The fencing of the Key Native Ecosystem area 93ha was completed in
December and this will allow us to retire this land from grazing. We are
working on pedestrian access that allows you to walk or bike through without
stock following. There will also be locked farm gates installed to allow
vehicles and horses to access the roads.
A camera has been installed to monitor the traffic and use of Baring Head
bridge. This will also provide data on public use of the area. Over time we will
be able to show that Baring Head is become a popular place to visit.
During the recent lizard research project undertaken by our environmental
science department in December the uncommon spotted skink was sited. This
is great news and with the predator control that FoBH members are
undertaking hopefully the numbers of these skinks will increase.
Lastly, I would like to mention that the coast road has now been completely
fenced off preventing vehicle access to the beach. We have had several
incidences of people cutting the fence to access the beach and then crossing
the river to head around to Fitzroy Bay. The police are actively monitoring
this activity and have trespassed a number of people from Baring Head. I
would ask if you do see any vehicle on the beach around Baring Head that
you note their registration, model, colour, date, time and what they were
doing and send that information to me (Mark.McAlpine@gw.govt.nz).
Thanks.
New perspectives on Baring Head
Grant Firth takes us hanggliding

Looking back at flight log book entries, 27 March 1 977 is a day firmly etched
in my memory. It was a sunny afternoon; a southerly breeze was blowing up
the cliff face in front of Baring Head lighthouse. I recall being perched on the
edge harnessed to a hang-glider which was tugging in the rising air, trying to
pull me skywards. With only a few short steps, I swung into a seat and the
glider lifted off for my very first sustained soaring flight.
Prior to this flight I’d had lots of downward glides at various hang-gliding sites
around Wellington including Baring Head. These down glides had well
prepared me with a ‘Hang 2’ pilot rating and the experience needed to control
the glider. On this day I had the required skills to tackle soaring on the smooth
up rising ridge lift for as long as the wind remained blowing steadily onto the
cliff face.
Swooping and turning over the lighthouse in an old-fashioned swing seat
harness strapped in by a safety belt around my chest and another belt pulled
tightly across my lap, I recall the exhilaration of peering down at my feet
dangling below and the panoramic view of the bay spread out beneath. After
about 20 minutes I flew over and landed back on the flat area behind the
launch point just to the east of the lighthouse dwellings.

Being able to land back on top of the ridge is a real bonus when flying at
Baring Head. Not only does it allow re-flights; at the end of a flying day it is so
much more convenient because there’s no long retrieve from the landing
area, just pack-up, load the gliders and gear in or on nearby vehicles for the
trip home.
After top landing on this first days soaring at Baring head, I launched a short
while later and flew around for ten or so minutes, but the wind was dying and
alas I ended up gliding down to the beach below, landing on one of the tracks
running through the high (I think) lupin scrub which covered the beach. I then
had to de-rig the glider and haul it back up a track through the lupin straight
up a gully just east of the lighthouse.
These days the track is now well overgrown, but I recall on a number of
occasions struggling up that track carrying the weight of the hang-glider and
gear (~30Kg in those days).
Now, thirty years on there’s been significant technology development in
gliders and equipment. A completely new category of glider, the ‘Paraglider’
has been developed and is very popular with a new generation of pilots. The
old Rogallo-shaped wing with billowed flapping sales from the 70’s has been
superseded with much safer hang-gliders of vastly superior performance and
stability.
Hang-glider designs now have a clean cut aerofoil wing shape; many have
their wing spars enclosed within the sail for streamlined low drag efficiency.
Hand-gliders now have wider wing spans for flatter glide path, yet they retain
the simple pilot weight shift control method. A pilot only has to pull, push or
move sideways on the control bar for quick responsive control.
In March 201 4 I launched from Baring Head along with three other hangglider pilots. We soon discovered vastly improved performance of our modern
hang-gliders has opened up even greater opportunity for flights at Baring
Head. With the flatter glide angles and more efficient lift capacity of our
current hang-gliders we were able to sail across the Wainuiomata river mouth
onto the slopes on the eastern side of the bay and then worked the ridge lift to
rise back onto the higher points of the range reaching just under 2000 feet
above sea level. From there the view across to Baring Head over to the
heads of Wellington Harbour was magnificent. After over an hour of soaring
with the gulls we returned to land back on top of the escarpment alongside
our vehicles.
WHG&PG club members clocked up many hours soaring time flying at Baring
Head in 201 4. As a flying site it is fantastic. Not only is there great soaring
conditions, the lower slopes further back from the cliffs have been good for
teaching new pilots. As a flying site it holds lots of exciting potential. I’ll even
be so bold as to predict in the future (maybe even in this coming summer
flying season) some pilots will fly from Baring Head, cross over to the eastern
ranges, over the Orongogongo valley and head north along Rimutaka Forest
Park and into the Wairarapa to break some hang-gliding or paragliding cross
country flight records. Come on summer weather!

Photos by Kris Erickson

Enjoying the beach

The trip to Fitzroy Bay makes a great summer outing on a nice day. From the
main carpark you can bike or walk over the hill via the road, with great views
of the coast from the top. Or you can find the places near the bottom of the
road where you can get out of the northerly and have some shade for a
picnic and then move on to enjoy the beach. If you are biking or want a
longer walk, continue along the coast to the climbing rocks – big rock stacks
that were uplifted by the 1855 earthquake and are now surrounded by sand.
They are a great place for kids (and adults) to explore). Note that we don’t
recommend swimming unless you are a confident swimmer – the beach drops
down rapidly and calm seas are rare. But at low tide when the waves aren’t
too big small children can get happily get wet paddling among the rocks.
There is a beach-cleaning station at the bottom of the road where it reaches
Fitzroy Bay, so visitors can pick up a rubbish bag, collect rubbish (or horned
poppy seedheads – see the article below on weeds) and then drop the bag
back in the large sack for the ranger to remove.

Getting rid of the weeds

In the meantime, essential weeding continues, with a focus on two weeds
over the summer, and your help would be very welcome.
We are wanting to remove all horned poppies from the beach by preventing
any seed from being produced, so the blitz on the plant continues!
Horned poppy very easy to recognise, and very easy to remove. But how are
we going to achieve our aim? Each seed pod has hundreds of seeds, so
everyone removed or prevented from developing will help us reach our
eradication goal.
•
Smaller plants can be easily pulled out. Just pull them out and leave
them on the beach.
•
Seedheads can be easily snapped off. If the pods are fairly well
developed, they should ideally be put in a rubbish bag and left at the beachcleaning station for removal.
If you would like to come out and do a few hours of seed removal and need
transport, contact Paula Warren (text on 021 101 4824) and she’ll let you
know when she’ll be going out. Or if you are doing a beach outing (e.g.
climbing at the rocks) and want to remove a lot of seedheads while you are
there, just stack the bags near the beach road with a rock on top, and let the
ranger (mark.mcalpine@gw.govt.nz) know where they are.
The other species we are aiming to eradicate is karo (Pittosporum
crassifolium). This small tree is native to northern New Zealand. Some were
planted to provide shelter around the lighthouse, and they have now spread
down the cliffs. In accordance with Greater Wellington’s biodiversity plan to
get rid of them, we started an eradication programme in early December,
with some local climbers doing the rope work. The trees will be cut and the
stumps poisoned. The first work day removed some very large trees and
cleared part of the cliffs below the lighthouse area. A positive finding was that
there were few new seedlings present, so the dense cover of natives on
much of the escarpment is obviously slowing colonization by karo. If you
want to help us cut trees on the flat areas around the lighthouse, contact
Paula (text on 021 101 4824) and she’ll let you know when a group is going
out.

Summer events at Baring Head
Greater Wellington Regional Council events at Baring Head

Find out about, and book for all these at Great Outdoors Summer Events
programme (www.gw.govt.nz/summerevents). And in the meantime, here’s a
quick preview:
Events there include the “Pencarrow Coast Ride”, “Evening Ecology Walk”,
“Baring Head/ Ōrua Pouanui 4WD trip” and “Explore Baring Head/Ōrua
pouanui”.
The “Baring Head/ Ōrua Pouanui 4WD trip” (22 February) provides easy
access to the lighthouse area. Join one of three guided 4WD trips to the
lighthouse reserve for views of Cook Strait and southern Wellington. There is
also an opportunity to visit and learn more about NIWA’s weather research
station located here.
The “Explore Baring Head/Ōrua Pouanui” (1 March 9.30am-1.00pm) event
provides an opportunity to explore the unique history of the area. Meet
Michael Kelly a local historian and myself for a guided walk around Baring
Head.
For all these events you will need to make a booking so please visit the
website mentioned above or phone 04 830 4041.

Become a Friend of Baring Head!
First, thank you to all those members who have renewed their subscriptions – your
continuing support is always appreciated and will be especially needed from now on
with major projects close to requiring substantial commitments from our little group.
If you want to become a Friend (or want to renew your sub) you can either:
• send a cheque or cash to the Friends of Baring Head Charitable Trust, PO Box
38076, Te Puna Mail Centre, Lower Hutt 5045; or
• deposit directly to our bank account, Westpac 03 0543 0326859 00, including your
name in the reference box.
And, of course, any donations are always welcome.
Our subscriptions are Individual (waged $20 or unwaged $10). Family $30, or
organisation $50.
Please feel free to contact Colin Ryder, our Treasurer, at rydercj@xtra.co.nz or direct
on (04) 478 4391 over any donation or anything to do with your subscription.

